Leighton Lodge
At Leighton Lodge we offer you two accommodation choices:
Our Pacific Room upstairs offers one of the best views of Opito Bay and the Mercury
Islands. It has an ensuite, a queen-size bed and a private balcony.
Our larger Seahorse Suite (suitable for a family of 4) is available either as B&B or as a
self contained unit. It has it's own private entrance and offers a cosy kitchen/lounge, a
bedroom with a queen bed + 2 singles in the living area. The unit has a bathroom
with a shower and separate toilet. A highchair and a portable cot are available.
The Seahorse Suite allows for compliant social and physical distancing.
Dinners and picnic lunches are available by arrangement: Enjoy Maire's delicious
variety of meals including fresh seafood (when available) and seasonal vegetables
from her garden.
When you stay at Leighton Lodge the facilities available to you include:
BBQ, Sky and Freeview TV ,Limited free Broadband Internet access, laundry, outdoor
decks, evening meals & lunches, babies cot.
The Seahorse Suite is fully self contained for independent catering with a double
bench top hob, large refrigerator freezer, microwave oven, all crockery & utensils.
All linen is supplied.
Freeview TV and a DVD player provide your entertainment source for the Seahorse
Suite should you tire of the beach and sun.
Opito Bay is the Paradise to escape to for your "Stay Home Vacation" requiring a
Minimal Carbon Footprint.
During our peak season we have a "two night minimum stay" policy.
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Contact Information:
Phone: (07)8660756
Mobile: 0272300656
Address: 17 Stewart Place
Contact: Maire
Location: Opito Bay Coromandel
Peninsula
Directions: From Auckland take
SH2 to the major roundabout past
the Kopu Bridge. Follow SH25A to
Whitianga then to Kuaotunu.
Blackjack Rd leads to Opito Bay.
Stewart Place is second on the right
from the Stewart Stream bridge.
GPS: -36.72323, 175.8054072
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Leighton Lodge Map
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